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A new action role-playing game where fantasy and various story elements of
mythology come together. You experience an epic fantasy drama of the Lands
Between where your progress is closely tied to the fate of the world, guided by

grace, and do battle with the perils that arise around you. Players can fight
alongside others to defeat the menacing Dremora, a race of evil creatures that

threaten the human world, all while improving their character’s class, skills,
and power. Rather than fighting separately, you will guide and help a large

number of heroes on their quest for victory. As you traverse the Lands
Between in search of the Dremora, you will be challenged by hordes of

enemies that appear as they progress. DEFEND THE LAND FROM THE EVIL.
Fight alongside others, and guide them in battle. By wielding the power of the

Elden Ring, you can attack enemies with ease. The power of the Elden Ring
grows with the number of players you have with you on the battlefield.

QUICKLY GUIDE AND HELP YOUR FRIENDS. Compete with other players, and
fight alongside others. Friends will appear on the map to perform help tasks, or

act as your support when fighting against enemies. MAKE A DIFFERENCE
THROUGH ACCOMPLISHMENTS. The power of the Elden Ring grows with the

number of people you have on the battlefield. Collections Bring A Whole New
World With Them Two of the most famous collections in the Final Fantasy

universe meet up in this large-scale collaboration project. “Final Fantasy XV”
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and “Final Fantasy Type-0” come together as a single game. By joining both of
the games, fans will be able to experience the various story elements of each
Final Fantasy universe. “Final Fantasy XV” is a vehicle RPG. The protagonist,

Noctis, makes his way through the Wasteland along with his companions, and
battles his way through monsters, traps, and situations to uncover the truth

behind the War. The main story is made up of three separate routes. By
progressing through each of the three routes, new worlds and other worlds will
appear before you. As you progress in your story, you can also experience the

“Side Quests” that are scattered around the areas you’ve already explored.
The “Side Quests” are actions that have a variety of activities to do, such as

Elden Ring Features Key:

FAST-PACED ACTION RPG.

Gorge yourself on the action of the HORIZONTAL MULTIPLAYER, where up to eight players (VN)
take on epic battles in real-time against serious AI opponents.

GLOBAL SCENE featuring characters from different races.

Explore the vast world as a collective set of characters as a new story unfolds. This includes an
incredible cast, such as the powerful Elden Lords, VN heroes, and the powerful Elden Dragons -

create your very own Tarnished hero!

UNLIMITED MUSIC. The music changes during each fight and flows smoothly as you defeat
enemies.

FLOOR MAP OF DUNGEONS. Share and cooperate with other players in the world, and get ready
to take on one of the 10 dungeons.

JOIN IN ONLINE CONVERSATIONS. Discuss and argue over the fate of the Lands Between with
other VN characters, friendly tyranids, and other players.

Key Guild Features:

A game interface developed with the game creators’ goals in mind.
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